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What is ‘old’

• Who knows?!
• Most people are not old at 60 or 65 any more
• Individual differences
• Planning and flexibility
• Adjusting to new realities
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What went wrong?

• Scandals and unrealistic expectations 
• Too much burden pushed on employers
• Equity returns not reliable – longevity, inflation
• ‘Early retirement’
• Life expectancy increasing sharply
• Work less, save less, live longer – get real!
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What can old people live on?

• Social welfare state pension – not enough
• Private savings – not enough
• Employers can help – not enough
• If you haven’t saved, how will you be ok?
• 40% of women have no pension assets at all
• Pensioner crisis with millions in misery
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This affects everyone

• Ageing demographic profile
• More older citizens with less money
• Less spending power
• Lower growth
• Heading for economic decline unless we rethink
• Growing old really will be ‘dis’graceful
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What pensions can do

• State pension can provide a basic minimum
• State pension can provide stable base for saving
• State pension can compensate for poor life chances
• Private pensions can help people save long-term
• Private savings must deliver more

»BUT…
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What pensions can’t do

• Pensions can’t solve the pensions crisis
• Pensions can’t guarantee high lifelong income
• Pensions can’t keep stretching longer and 

longer at same level
• Can’t keep up with inflation, longevity 
• Level annuities eroded by inflation
• 3% inflation = 25% loss of value in 10 years
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Rethinking pensions

• Pensions ‘locked box’ too old fashioned
• Need to encourage people to save
• Financial planning and advice
• Lifetime saving accounts, access, flexibility
• NESTs for ISA-pensions or payback student debt
• Employer benefits revolution
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Rethinking retirement

• Bonus years
• New phase of life
• Gradually cut down, not suddenly stopping
• 2-3 days work, 4-5 days off
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Saga Survey Evidence

• 43% want to work past age 65
• 71% prefer part-time, cutting gradually
• 7% already working past 70
• Not just working for money
• Enjoyment, usefulness, friends, keep active
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Alternative thinking – a new phase 
of life
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What Government can do

• Adequate, simple, decent minimum state pension
• Issue longevity gilts, cpi gilts
• Encourage long-term savings – NEST + flexibility
• Stop asymmetrical regulation
• Facilitate advice
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What employers can do

• End age discrimination in labour market
• Pre-retirement planning seminars
• Help older workers cut down gradually
• More flexibility – like for working mothers
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What individuals can do

• Wake up to future reality
• Pensions as we know them are very expensive
• Plan to save more and work more when you can
• Understand value of saving
• Consider insurances and care funding too
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Don’t forget care!

• Next crisis after pensions - no money set aside 
• Tax relief? Care pension, Care ISA
• Exempt from CGT if sell assets for care
• Equity release
• Insurance
• Advice!
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Conclusions

• Redesign pensions and retirement
• Later life working inevitable but not full-time
• A new phase of life waiting for us
• Wake up to reality
• Growing old is no ‘dis’grace – it’s great news! 


